The First Data Networks
The optical telegraph is almost forgotten. Two
centuries ago it moved messages over hundreds
of kilometers in a few minutes
by Gerard J. Holzmann and Björn Pehrson

P

eople usually think of the rise of
large-scale communications networks as a 20th-century phenomenon. Many in industrialized countries
can remember when telephones ﬁrst
arrived in their neighborhood, and today’s young adults will no doubt tell
their grandchildren about the days before the Internet. The ﬁrst nationwide
networks, however, were built not in
this century but almost 200 years ago.
Well before the electromagnetic telegraph was fully developed, many countries in Europe had fully operational
nationwide communications systems,
each consisting of hundreds of stations.
The ﬁrst two systems were built in
the 1790s by the French clergyman
Claude Chappe and the Swedish nobleman Abraham Niclas Edelcrantz. Their
passion to develop and build working
telegraph systems was not unusual;
countless serious and not-so-serious
scientists had dabbled at sending messages over long distances since classical
times. The remarkable feat was that both
men succeeded where everyone else
had failed. And they did so under the
most challenging circumstances: in the
midst of a violent revolution in France
and a series of coups d’état in Sweden.
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Chappe was 25 years old on July 14,
1789, when the storming of the Bastille
raised the curtain on the French Revolution. He had studied for the clergy,
but in November he lost his religious
beneﬁces and had to return to his place
of birth, Brûlon, near Le Mans. In the
turmoil of the revolution, his four brothers, Ignace, René, Pierre-François and
Abraham, also lost their livelihoods and
returned home. Fortunately, Chappe’s
family was not without means, and
Claude began to spend his time on experiments in physics, with the help of
his brothers. His investigations soon
earned him a membership in the Société Philomatique, a society of physicists
in Paris. Between 1789 and 1793 he
published ﬁve papers on physics and
repeatedly touched on the problem of
transmitting electrical impulses through
wires. Although success had been reported elsewhere, the principles of electricity were not understood well enough
to allow anyone to build a practical
telegraph.
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Perhaps frustrated by his attempts
to make a working electrical telegraph,
Chappe turned to optical alternatives.
On March 2, 1791, he gave a public
demonstration of his ﬁrst system. Each
station consisted simply of a modiﬁed
pendulum clock and a large panel
painted black on one side and white on
the other. The clockfaces were divided
into 10 parts, each used to designate a
number. A single hand, or pointer, made
one complete rotation of the clockface
at least twice a minute.
At the start of a transmission, the
sender turned the panel to indicate
when the hand of his clock reached the
zenith; that allowed the receiver, watching through a telescope, to set the clock
on the other end. Subsequent numbers
were sent by ﬂipping the panel from
white to black each time the pointer of
the sender’s clock passed over the appropriate position. By looking at the
position of the local clock, the receiver
could determine what number the sender intended. Messages were encoded
with the help of a numbered dictionary
of letters, words and phrases. The speed
of the telegraph was regulated by the
rate at which the clock pointer turned.

T

he ﬁrst transmission took place
over a distance of roughly 16 kilometers, between the castle in Brûlon and a private house in the neighboring town of Parcé. The local doctor,
M. Chenou, chose the ﬁrst sentence
transmitted, at 11 A.M.: “Si vous réussissez vous serez bientôt couvert de
gloire” (“If you succeed, you will soon
bask in glory”). The message was transmitted in approximately four minutes.
Armed with sworn a¤davits from

SEMAPHORE TOWER at Marcy-sur-Anse
(opposite page ) was built about 1804 as
part of a line extending from Paris to
Lyons. The tower and its semaphore
have recently been reconstructed. The
engraving (above ) shows a station on
the line to Lille, which was built in 1794.
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the eyewitnesses to his ﬁrst experiment, Chappe moved to Paris to seek
funding for larger tests. Paris was not a
quiet town at that time, and on more
than one occasion he narrowly escaped
with his life when angry revolutionary
mobs stormed and destroyed his experimental telegraphs, suspecting them
to be part of a royalist plot.
On March 22, 1792, Chappe submitted a formal proposal to the Legislative
Assembly. His older brother, Ignace, had
meanwhile been elected to that body
and could help him gain access. In a
brief address to the assembly on March
24, Claude o›ered an invention that
could be used to send “messages, battle orders or anything imaginable’’ to
anywhere in the country, within a matter of minutes.
Nothing happened. Chappe’s case
was delegated from one committee to
another. Finally, on April 1, 1793, Deputy Charles-Gilbert Romme (better
known for the introduction of the
French republican calendar) intervened
on Chappe’s behalf. He gave a speech
that strongly supported Chappe’s work,
emphasizing the potential of the invention for military purposes. The new
French Republic was at war with most
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of its neighbors, so his point was taken. The assembly approved Romme’s
proposal to fund an experiment. At the
same time, a brand-new term was introduced to describe Chappe’s device:
télégraphe, or “far writer.” Until then,
Chappe had toyed with the term tachygraphe, or “fast writer,” not exactly an
accurate description.
Three telegraph stations were built,
with o¤cial protection. The ﬁrst was
placed in Paris at Le Peletier Saint-Fargeau Park in Belleville, the second at the
heights of Écouen, roughly 16 kilometers to the north, and the third at SaintMartin-du-Tertre. Chappe had by now
abandoned the pendulum design and,
after investigating several other options,
had settled on a semaphore system. The
semaphore consisted of a large horizontal beam, called a regulator. Two
smaller beams, referred to as indicators, were mounted at the ends. The
array seemed to mimic a person with
wide-outstretched arms, holding a signal ﬂag in each hand. The angles of the
indicators and the position of the large
regulator beam could be varied in increments of 45 degrees, su¤cient for
the encoding of hundreds of symbols.
At 4:26 P.M. on July 12, 1793, opera-

tors exchanged the ﬁrst signals. In 11
minutes, one of the observers, Pierre
Daunou, sent the message: “Daunou
has arrived here. He announces that
the National Convention has just authorized his Committee of General Security to put seals on the papers of the deputies.’’ The answer arrived after nine
minutes, presumably the result of more
careful thought : “The inhabitants of
this beautiful region are worthy of liberty by their respect for the National
Convention and its laws.’’
Some weeks later the National Convention decided to establish a French
State Telegraph and to fund the construction of a line of 15 stations connecting Paris to Lille, about 190 kilometers north of Paris, at the frontier
with the Austrian Netherlands. Claude
Chappe received the title of Ingénieur
Télégraphe, a salary of 600 francs per
month and the permanent use of a government horse. At Chappe’s request, his
brothers Abraham, Ignace and PierreFrançois were appointed as the ﬁrst administrators of the line to Lille.
Chappe completed the line within a
year. On August 15, 1794, the ﬁrst o¤cial message arrived at Paris. This bulletin, announcing the recapture of the
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city of Le Quesnoy from the Austrians
and Prussians, was transmitted within
an hour after the battle. The delegates
were duly impressed. On August 30 the
telegraph again reported happy news:
the recapture of Condé. The message
read : “Condé être restitué à la Republique. Reddition avoir eu lieu ce matin
à six heures’’ (“Condé is restored to the
Republic. Surrender took place this
morning at six o’clock”). More such reports followed as the French advanced
north into Holland. Chappe and his telegraph looked better with every victory
message that arrived in Paris. On October 3 the legislature decided to extend
the telegraph system with a second line
from Paris to Landau.
This second line was hampered, as
were many projects in those days, by
lack of funds; it took four years for the
builders to reach Strasbourg. The telegraph o¤ce decided to terminate the
line there. Instead they extended the
line from Paris to Lille by another 64
kilometers to reach Dunkerque. Meanwhile, at the request of the navy, a new
line was built to connect Paris to the
ﬂeet in Brest (a distance of 210 kilometers). This phase of construction brought
the total number of optical telegraph
stations in use in 1799 to roughly 150.
When Napoleon Bonaparte seized
power later that year, he ordered construction of a 95-kilometer line from
Strasbourg to Huningue. In 1803 the
telegraphers built lines from Lille to
Brussels (96 kilometers) and from Lille
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black indicates those built thereafter ). The Swedish system
(right ) used shutters instead of a semaphore. ( The inset
shows the first experimental line, built in 1795.)

to Boulogne (110 kilometers). The line
to Boulogne was constructed with an eye
toward a possible invasion of England.
Indeed, two years earlier Napoleon
had commissioned the youngest Chappe
brother, Abraham, to devise a telegraph
that could signal across the English
Channel. Abraham designed a large twoarm semaphore and tested it in July
1801 between Belleville and Saint-Martin-du-Tertre, roughly the distance from
Boulogne to Dungeness. One semaphore
was reportedly constructed in Boulogne,
but because the invasion never took
place it was quickly abandoned.
In 1804 Napoleon ordered construction of the longest line of the telegraph
network, from Paris via Dijon, Lyons
and Turin to Milan, a total of 720 kilometers. Within a year the system covered nearly every part of France. Four
main branches reached out from Paris
to the north, south, east and west, in
many cases following the old network
of stagecoach routes.
Claude Chappe had reached a pinnacle, although he seems never to have
realized it. He su›ered from the ever
increasing attacks of other inventors,
who claimed to have designed telegraphs that either predated or outperformed Chappe’s. Toward the end of
1804, he fell ill during a routine inspection tour of some new lines under construction. He suspected that his food
had been poisoned and pointed an accusing ﬁnger at his adversaries. After
several months of convalescence,
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Chappe returned to Paris but sank into
a depression from which he could not
recover. On January 23, 1805, he leapt
into the well outside the telegraph administration at the Hotel Villeroy.
The remaining Chappe brothers continued working for the telegraph administration, with the strong support
of the government. Napoleon was convinced of the value of the Chappe semaphores and made use of the telegraph
in his campaigns. The rapid notiﬁcation
of troop movements may well have
helped him outwit his enemies. Indeed,
in 1812 Napoleon commissioned Abraham Chappe to develop a mobile semaphore that could be deployed during
the invasion of Russia.

W

hile the optical telegraph system was under construction,
the method by which its operators transmitted information was
evolving as well. The ﬁrst telegraph
code was adapted from one developed
in 1791 for the pendulum telegraph. It
consisted of a book of 9,999 entries.
The ﬁrst nine, the numerals from one
to nine, were encoded in a single signal.
The next 89 entries, 10 to 99, were encoded in two signals; those from 100
to 999 required three; and those from
1,000 to 9,999 took four. To speed up
transmissions, the most frequently used
words and phrases had the lowest numbers (a precursor of modern data-compression techniques).
To change the signaling technique
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from synchronized clocks to semaphores, Chappe initially chose a set of
simple semaphore signs loosely based
on a common shorthand notation. This
encoding, however, did not fully exploit the combinations that could be
set on the three-armed semaphore and
so slowed down transmissions.
In 1795, before construction on the
second line to Strasbourg began, Chappe
decided to develop a new code optimized for the semaphore. The regulator
and the indicator beams on the semaphore could be set at angles that varied
in increments of 45 degrees. Each indicator thus had eight di›erent positions,
and the regulator had four : in sum 256
possible combinations. Positions where

FRENCH OPTICAL TELEGRAPH

the indicators either extended the position of the regulator, or were hidden
behind it, were almost indistinguishable and were therefore excluded. This
change reduced the number of indicator positions to seven each, leaving 196
combinations. To simplify matters further, Chappe restricted the semaphore
signs to those for which the regulator
beam was placed either horizontally or
vertically, reducing the number of combinations to 98. From these, he eliminated another six potentially confusing
conﬁgurations and adopted the remaining 92 for his code tables.
The codebook published in 1795 contained 92 pages of 92 entries, each for
a total of 8,464 letters, numerals, words
and phrases. Each one was transmitted
as a pair of semaphore signals encoding page number and line. The 92 most
frequently used codes were placed on
the ﬁrst page of the book. Operators
could speed up signaling by indicating

the ﬁrst page with an abbreviated code
called “double-closed,” made by folding the indicator wings in from whatever the semaphore position was for the
ﬁrst half of the code pair.
In 1799 Chappe extended the code
with two extra books, for a total of
25,392 entries. The additional books
contained code pairs for geographical
names and common words and phrases. The code also included shift codes
to move from one book to another.
When a conversation began, it took
about six seconds to transmit the ﬁrst
signal from one station to another.
Transit through the 120 stations between Paris and Toulon, for example,
required 12 minutes. In a continuous
correspondence between the two cities,
passing the signal from station to station required only a second or two, but
operators generally held each signal for
20 to 30 seconds to ensure reception.
Consequently, only one or two signals

REGULATOR

SIGNALING MECHANISMS took different shapes in France and Sweden. Claude
Chappe’s device (left ) consisted of a long arm, the regulator, with two short arms,
called indicators, attached to its ends. A system of belts and concentric shafts allowed the operator to control the position of each arm independently. The regulator was generally set either vertically or horizontally, and the indicators in 45-degree increments; 92 different signals could be sent. Abraham Edelcrantz traded
compactness for mechanical simplicity (right ). His system had 10 “shutters” that
could be set in either a vertical or horizontal position, for a total of 1,024 signals.
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per minute would arrive at each end of
the line.
Because each signal could encode
any of 25,392 words and phrases, two
signals per minute corresponds to a
data rate of a little less than 15 bits
(which can encode 32,768 combinations ) per 30 seconds, or 0.5 bit per
second. If the average length of a word
or phrase from the codebooks was
about 10 characters, the e›ective speed
would have been 20 characters per minute. Surprisingly, this speed compares
very favorably with that of the ﬁrst
electromagnetic telegraphs. The “singleneedle telegraph,” patented by William
Fothergill Cooke and Charles Wheatstone in 1837, averaged 25 characters
per minute. The ﬁrst system that was
faster was the Wheatstone Automatic
Telegraph of 1858, which used punched
paper-tape readers to achieve speeds
up to 2,000 characters per minute.

W

hile Chappe was battling the
Revolution to build a telegraph
network in France, his counterpart a few hundred kilometers to the
north was making his way in an atmosphere of assassination and court intrigue. Abraham Edelcrantz was born
Abraham Niclas Clewberg on July 29,
1754, in the Swedish city of Abo,
˚ now
part of Finland. Like Chappe, he was
bright and came from a relatively wellto-do family. Before his 19th birthday
he had written two doctoral theses, one
in optics and the other in literature.
During the next few years, he taught

courses in both electricity and literature at the Royal Academy in Abo.
˚
When King Gustav III visited in 1775,
the young Clewberg was asked to recite
some poetry and apparently made such
an impression that he received an invitation to visit the court in Stockholm.
Clewberg moved to Stockholm permanently in April 1783. Within three
years he had gained a prestigious membership in the Swedish Academy of Literature and Arts. In 1787 he became
the king’s private secretary, and two
years after that, just 35 years old, he
was raised to the peerage and changed
his name to Edelcrantz. The assassination of Gustav III in 1792 (the plot
of Verdi’s 1859 opera A Masked Ball )
started a period of relentless persecution of everyone who had been associated with the monarch. Like Chappe in
similar circumstances, Edelcrantz somehow managed to avoid being targeted.
Many of his friends were not so lucky
and were thrown in prison or forced to
leave the country.
In 1794, when news of the French
telegraph spread rapidly through Europe, Edelcrantz was fascinated. Solid
information was hard to come by; most
accounts were based on scanty reports
from travelers who had merely seen
the French telegraph or read newspaper
reports. Edelcrantz immediately set to
work on his own system and demonstrated a prototype on November 1,
1794—King Gustav IV’s 14th birthday.
Edelcrantz’s ﬁrst design was similar to Chappe’s. It consisted of a single

support beam with two rotating indicators. Each of the indicators could be set
in one of four distinct positions, 16
combinations in all. A reduced but still
useful alphabet could be represented
in semaphore positions.
The ﬁrst test used three stations: one
on the roof of the Royal Castle in the
center of Stockholm, a second about
ﬁve kilometers away on the outskirts
of the city and the third seven kilometers farther on the grounds of the Royal Palace in Drottningholm. Within a
week of the demonstration, the young
king requested his Council of Advisers
to study the construction of an optical
telegraph network, with connections to
Denmark and Finland. He also appointed Edelcrantz to the council, virtually
sealing the outcome of the study.
On January 30, 1795, Edelcrantz
started construction on the ﬁrst telegraph line, from the Katarina Church in
the center of Stockholm to the fortress
of Vaxholm, about 35 kilometers away.
The line went into operation on July 28.
Between 1795 and 1797 two more lines
were built: from Stockholm to Fredricsborg and from Grisslehamn to Signilsskär and Eckerö on Aland.
By this time
˚
Edelcrantz had abandoned the semaphore. His new telegraph consisted of a
matrix of nine shutters with a tenth
large one mounted on top. By opening
or closing each shutter independently,
an operator could convey 1,024 di›erent signals.
In 1801 Swedish telegraphers built
another, but ill-fated, line to Helsingborg near the Danish border. The station at Helsingborg was intended to establish a connection between the Swedish optical telegraph network and the
beginnings of a Danish network. Three
days after the link was opened, the British ﬂeet attacked Denmark. Swedish
commanders failed to respond to a
telegraphic call for aid, and the British
bombarded Copenhagen. The Danes
understandably lost interest in the connection, and nothing further came of
the line.

T

MOBILE TELEGRAPH found use during Napoleon Bonaparte’s invasion of Russia in
1812. Abraham Chappe (one of Claude’s brothers) designed it at Napoleon’s request.

his early demonstration that the
value of technology depends on
the use people make of it did not
dim Edelcrantz’s fame. In 1796 he had
documented his e›orts in A Treatise on
Telegraphs. The book was soon translated into German (and French) and
earned him a membership in the Swedish Academy of Sciences. In the spring
of 1808 a Royal Swedish Telegraph Institution was created, and Edelcrantz
was appointed its ﬁrst director.
As Chappe had done before him,
Edelcrantz took this opportunity to revise his codes. The new version allowed
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for 5,120 signals. Moreover, the 13 tables of the expanded system gave Edelcrantz room to cope with certain administrative issues—he added, for example, signals for the punishment of
negligent operators.
The curious punishment of stepping
onto the telegraph arms appears to
have been popular at some locations
later in the century—among them a
station close to Göteborg. The author
Nils Risberg notes that the operators in
question were the station superintendent’s daughters. Risberg interviewed
the two in the 1930s and wrote that
they remembered the experience well
but called it “just fun.”
The new tables also brought with
them a motto for the Telegraph Corps:
signal 636 (Passa väl upp, or Be on
Guard ). The signal appeared prominently in the seal of the Telegraph Institution and on the buttons of the telegraph operators’ uniforms, to serve as
a permanent reminder of their duty.
In November 1809 the Swedish network consisted of approximately 50
stations spread out over a distance of
some 200 kilometers and provided employment for 172 people. It included
lines from Stockholm to the city of Gävle in the north, Landsort in the south
and Eckerö on Aland
in the east. Short˚
ly thereafter, however, Gustav IV fought
a disastrous war with Russia in which
Sweden lost Finland and he the crown.
The network was dismantled, not to be
rebuilt for more than a generation.
When Edelcrantz died in 1821, the towers he had constructed still lay in ruins.
It was not until the middle of 1836
that optical telegraph lines from Stockholm to Vaxholm and to Sandhamn
came back into operation. By 1838 the
net had been extended to a rough semblance of its former extent. The last addition to the optical telegraph network
was made as late as 1854, when telegraphers extended the Furusund line to
Arholma and Söderarm.
In 1840 almost every country in Europe had at least one or more optical
telegraph lines in service. In England,
between 1796 and 1816, the British Admiralty operated lines from London to
Portsmouth, Plymouth, Yarmouth and
Deal. In Germany, a line ran from Berlin through Potsdam and Magdeburg
via Köln and Bonn to Koblenz, starting
in 1832. Others carried messages from
Hamburg to Altona and Cuxhaven and
from Bremen to Bremerhaven. Russia
entered the race relatively late but in
grand style, with the opening of a line
of 220 semaphore stations on April 8,
1839, between St. Petersburg and Warsaw. Optical telegraph lines also spanned
parts of the U.S.
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TELEGRAPH OPERATOR’S UNIFORM
was approved by Swedish king Carl XIV
Johan in 1809. The uniform button (inset ) shows the motto of the Telegraph
Institution, signal 636: Be on Guard.

where the electrical cables at ﬁrst could
not. In 1864 there were 174 electromagnetic telegraph stations, with 250 operators, as well as 24 optical telegraph
stations manned by 66 operators. Not
until 1881 were the last three optical
telegraphs replaced in Sweden, bringing
their era to a close.

C

Yet even as optical telegraph networks reached their zenith, their electromagnetic rival was beginning to
make inroads. In 1837 England and the
U.S. began the move from tower and
telescope to copper wire and code key.
To the countries with established
optical networks, it was not immediately clear that the change would be an
improvement. The French optical telegraph network, for example, proved
immune to change for almost 10 years.
The ﬁrst electromagnetic telegraph replaced the historic line from Paris to
Lille in 1846. The initial signals were
passed by means of a curious device,
designed by Alphonse Foy and Abraham Louis Breguet, that reproduced
the positions of the Chappe semaphore. The optical network reached its
peak in 1852, with 556 stations along
4,800 kilometers of lines. It linked 29
of France’s largest cities to Paris. The
administration employed as many as
six operators per station, working in
shifts—more than 3,000 workers in all.
In Sweden, replacement of the optical telegraphs began even later. For
more than 10 years, electrical and optical telegraph stations were in use side
by side; the optical telegraphs reached

laude Chappe and Abraham Edelcrantz’s achievements are mostly forgotten, superseded by developments they could not have imagined in their most ambitious moments.
They were, nonetheless, the true pioneers of data networking. Both of them
had to solve many subtle problems to
enable operators to transfer messages
smoothly over long chains of stations.
In retrospect, it is exceptionally interesting to see that some of their ideas have
been rediscovered only recently by the
designers of modern digital protocols.
They not only conceived sophisticated
methods for data compaction, error recovery, ﬂow control and even encryption, they also put them to practice.
What characterized these two inventors was not luck but a strong vision
and a relentless dedication to their goal,
even under adversity. Technical obstacles were among the easier ones they
had to overcome. As Edelcrantz wrote
in his Treatise: “It often happens, with
regard to new inventions, that one part
of the general public ﬁnds them useless and another part considers them
to be impossible. When it becomes
clear that the possibility and the usefulness can no longer be denied, most
agree that the whole thing was fairly
easy to discover and that they knew
about it all along.”
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